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_ The‘ ‘invention relates ‘to barrel locksf'ior the 

R2 Claims. (c1; 42;;75) ‘ 

barrels of machine guns, and its object‘iis, to pre— I 
sent a lock whichiimay be quickly 'ope‘r‘ated‘ih 
the ?eld, to release a hot barrel and enable its 
replacement quickly by a cool barrel, in accord 
ance with recent practice wherein such procedure 
has been‘ found“preferableiu‘tdithe ‘use of water 
cooling, especially for infantry'ioperating in rough 
terrain. It is an object of the invention to avoid‘ 
complicated and delicate construction of the 
locking‘ parts‘ so as to‘miniinize the liability, of 
impairment‘ of the device by accumulation‘ of 
dirt incident to rough handling of’weapons‘in‘the 
?eld. It is alsoan‘aim toi‘savoid adding appre 
ciably, to the weight of a weapon by the incor 

Additional objects, advantages ‘and features‘ of 
invention reside in the construction arrangement 
and combination of parts involved in the em 
bodiment of the inventionhas will be described 
or will be understood in the ‘following descrip 
tion and accompanying drawings, wherein: ' 
Figure 1 is a fragmentary top view of a weapon 

in which my invention has been incorporated; 
Figure 2 is a cross section on the line 2-2 of 

Figure 1; 
Figure 3 is a longitudinal section on the‘line 

3-—3 of Figure 2; 
Figure 4 is a side view of a modi?cation; 
Figure 5 is a section on the line 5—5 of Fig 

ure 4; p ' ‘ 

Figure 6 is a side view of the strap lock; 
Figure '7 is a bottom view of the strap lock; 
Figure 8 is a perspective detail of the latch 

piece I8. , 
Figure 9 is a detail perspective of the latch 

1 Referring more particularly to the drawings 
there is illustrated a portion oil'a receiver l0, 
including a sleeve portion I l suitably bored to 
receive a barrel l2 slidably therein, the barrel 
having a circumscribing wedge shaped channel 
l3 the sides of which are divergent radially so 
that the groove is wider at the top, than at the 
bottom. Any suitable means may be provided 
for stopping the barrel at proper» operative posi 
tion when inserted in the sleeve II, which means 
is not illustrated since it comprises no novel part‘ 
of the present invention. Formed in the receiver 
sleeve I I in position to align with the channel 
13 when the barrel is emplaced, there is a slot 
l4 extending transversally across the top of the 
receiver and stopping on- each side at a level 
slightly above the axis of the barrel. 
side of the receiver, pivot ears l5 are formed on 
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the receiver adjacent respective sides of the slot 
Ill, located below the slot, and pivoted between 
these cars there is‘ a strap lock leconsisting of 
a‘ lever suitably shaped to extend upwardly be; 
side the‘receiver‘and across the latter in the slot 
Ill ofthe right hand side, where a handle I‘! is 
formed integrally thereon, which projects later 
ally from the receiver a ‘short distance. The 
medial portion of the strap member is curved to 
?t ‘the ‘barrel and shaped at its under side to 
?t the channel i3 so as to wedge slightly therein 
when ‘the handle is lowered to engagement with 
the receiver. Its upper part ?ts snugly between 
the sides of the slot [4. The under side of ‘the 
handle‘ I] is ‘recessed, and has a latch 18 pivoted 
therein at the inner end part of the recess adja 
centthe‘ ‘barrel, and extending outwardly to near 
the‘ end‘ of ‘the handle, 'the upper side of the 
latch being bored to hold a compression spring 
i9 against the handle so that the spring presses 
the latch downwardly. Adjacent the side of the 
receiver, the latch is extended downwardly be 
low the handle and has an inwardly extended 
bill 20 arranged to engage snugly in a ‘keeper 
recess 2! formed in the side of the receiver, so 
as to hold the strap in place snugly upon an 
engaged barrel. The bill is bevelled on the lower 
inner side and the latch has an inner heel por- ‘ 
tion 22 to limit downward movement of the 
latch by the spring so that this device may be 
moved to, and caught in engaged position by 
simple downward pressure on the handle {1, the 
bevelled portion of the latch bill engaging the 
junction of the top face and side of the receiver 
and thereby serving to cam the latch outward 
in such closing movement of the strap. The re 
lation of the upper side of the recess 2| and of 
the bill 2|] is such that the latter bears upwardly 
against the upper side of the recess at latched 
position of the parts. 
In the use of the device, the strap is disen~ 

gaged by grasping and pressing together the 
handle l1 and latch l8 by the thumb and fore 
?nger, and raising and swinging the strap to the 
left hand side of the receiver, after which a bar 
rel may be withdrawn longitudinally, and a new 
one inserted similarly with its channel [3 under 
the slot M. The inserted barrel may then be 
secured by ?ipping the strap over and down 
ward toward the right side of the arm and 
pressing it to latched position. , 

‘ In Figures 4 and 5, the construction of the 
‘receiver is the same as before described, except 
ing that the keeper recess 2| is not required, and - 
the strap member I6’ is also the same as that 
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before described with the exception that instead 
of the short handle I], an elongated handle 25 
is provided, which, in the latched position of 
the device extends downwardly in slightly spaced 
relation to the side of the receiver, and is re 
cessed and provided with a latch device the same 
as that before described, the parts of which have 
the same reference characters applied thereto as 
used on the ?rst described latch, with the addi 
tion of aiprimemark't This latch 18' may catch 
under a low keeper part *26 on the underside of 
the receiver, or other pieces of the gun, the 
length of the handle 25 being of appropriates 

In the latch devicerof, 
Figures 4 and 5 the latch parts may be elongated 
length for this purpose. 

considerably, so that a latch springazofr greater 
strength may be employed, and at the same time 
its manual release facilitated. 

I have disclosed my invention with particu 
larity in the best form in which it has been 
constructed,v and perfected by, me, but it .will be 
understood that this is purely exemplary and 
that-various changes in structure and arrange 
ment,- substitutions of materials and equivalents, 
mechanical'or otherwise, :may be made Without 
departing from the-spirit of the invention par 
ticularlyset forth. in the appended claims, where. 
m: . ' , 

1: In a gun,v,albarrelvhavingr aniexterior cir: 
cumferential groove‘ extending completely. around 
saidwbarrelnearl the-breech end thereof, are- 
ceiver- having archamberi within which the part 
of said, barrel" having the. said. circumferential 
groove ?ts; saidreceiver having :a slot transversely 
across a the top. thereof l and I so. positioned H as, to 

register- with saidgroove when the: barrel 'is_?ttedl 
with saidchamber, astrapradaptedto?t within 
said slot and groove whenithey register with .each 
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other, said strap at one end being pivoted to said 
receiver adjacent one end of said slot, a latch 
ing means at the other end of said strap, and 
means on said receiver near the other end of 
said slot with which said latch coacts to secure 
said strap in locked position in said groove and 
slot. 

2. In a gun, a barrel having an annulus around 
and adjacent the breech end thereof, a receiver 
having'xa: chamber. within which the-part of said 
barrel having said annulus ?ts, said receiver hav 
ing a recess transversely across the top thereof 
vand so positioned as to register with said annulus 
when.’ the barrel is ?tted in said chamber, an 
arcuate arm adapted to ?t within said annulus 
andwrecessawhen they register with each other, 
said arcuate arm at one end being pivoted to said 
receiver‘v adjacent one end of said recess, a latch 
ingmean-s at the other end of said arcuate arm, 
and means on said receiver near the other end of 
said recesswith which said latch coacts to secure 

’ said, arcuate arm in locked'position in said an-, 
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nulus and recess. _ _ 
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